RBI RNA SCHOLARS THESIS DEFENSE

CLAIRE GILLETTE
PhD Graduate Student, Molecular Biology
Reis Lab

RNA-binding proteins and energy homeostasis, a tale of fat fruit flies

March 10, 2022 | 10:00 AM - 11:00 AM
Hensel Phelps Auditorium, West

TODAY

RBI STUDENT THESIS DEFENSE

KIMBERLY WELLMAN
PhD Graduate Student, Molecular Biology
Mukherjee Lab

The RNA-binding protein ZFP36L2 regulates human adrenocortical steroidogenesis through post-transcriptional control

March 14, 2022 | 10:00 AM - 11:00 AM
Shore Family Forum, Nighthorse Campbell Building

TODAY

RBI STUDENT THESIS DEFENSE

JUSTIN ROBERTS
PhD Graduate Student, Molecular Biology
Johnson Lab

Investigation of the RNA modification m6A in the context of breast cancer

March 18, 2022 | 12:00 PM - 1:00 PM
Zoom: Contact Aaron Johnson for link

TODAY